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accessible on demand. SHR helps
users achieve maximum storage
capacity without purchasing an entire
set of drives.
The hot-swappable design
facilitates easy and risk-free hard
drive replacement. The hard drive
tray lock design further secures your
hard drives from unauthorised or
accidental withdrawal. Once the disks
are up and running, taking control
for back ups and sharing are pretty
straightforward with Synology’s
propriety applications.

Synology’s DiskStation DS1515

Extra “Insurance” for Backing Up your Portfolio
SYNOLOGY’S DISKSTATION DS1515 > RM2,900 / S$939

A

s a photographer, we
have always heard
our peers and friends
complaining about
losing their valuable
photos, videos and hard work because
of a costly hard disk failure. The cost
is not only financial, you can’t go back
and reshoot critical time sensitive
photos again. While back-ups exist,
there’s a prevailing bias that current
backup solutions are too complicated
or costly. Photographers will also
have come across Network-Attached
Storage (NAS) solutions, though the
perceived difficulty and cost in setting
up one is often a deterrent. Not
anymore though.
Synology has recently introduced
the DiskStation DS1515 as a cost
effective and simple to setup
NAS backup solution for home
or small enterprises, and you, the
photographer. It was designed
with 5hard disk bays with high
transmission speed and best of all,
is upgradable in the future.			

> www.synology.com
						

ENGINE AND BUILD

The DS1515 is powered by a quadcore CPU combined with 2GB
DDR3 RAM to deliver superb
performance with a 403.77 MB/s
read and 421.85 MB/s write speed
with Link Aggregation enabled. It
is also equipped with four Ethernet
ports featuring failover and Link
Aggregation support. Failover
support ensures continual network
uptime even if the LAN connection
malfunctions occur on one port,
reducing the chance of service
disruption and costly downtime.
The DS1515 also boasts of USB
3.0 and eSATA ports to connect to

various kinds of external storage
devices to ensure fast and efficient
file transfer while also consuming
less power. The chassis itself is
designed to look smart and sleek,
with a sexy black finish and easy
access to five lockable and hot
swappable drive trays with highly
visible LED indicators and buttons.
The box has a pair of neat and quiterunning 80mm fans to keep it cool.
The Cloud Station
will sync your data
to all your devices
to ensure all files
are current.

The Photo Station
Add-on makes
archiving and
photo organising
eaiser

TAKING CONTROL

The Synology DiskStation Manager
(DSM) is a browser-based operating
system that is designed to make
managing your Synology NAS
a breeze. With the user friendly
interface, DSM makes accessing
and sharing your data smarter and
simpler. Synology’s Package Centre
lets you download and install useful
add-on packages designed specifically
for individual or business needs.
One of the add-ons is Photo Station,
designed for photographers to manage
tons of photos.

Photo Station can serve as your
centralised photo organiser and,
allows you to create web albums
or blogs to record and share the
exciting moments of your lives with
others. You could enjoy the freedom
to upload as many photos as the
capacity of your hard drives allow.
A Built-in smart album structure
lets you tag location, details, and who
is in the picture. Photos could be
streamed to a large screen for better
presentation and sharing. Additional
add-ons are downloadable depending
on your file management and usage.
You can find Audio Station for
organising your music library, Video
Station to organise all your videos
and even Surveillance station for
monitoring.
One of the important features is
the Cloud Station is that it syncs
data between all of the devices that
you are using. When you make any
changes to a file, it automatically
updates and syncs the data no matter
where you are. This allows you to
work remotely and getting the files
updated on all your devices, even if
you edit files offline, modifications

are still synced when you re-connect
to the internet.
As your data storage grows over
the time, DS1515 can be connected
with up to two dedicated DX513
expansion units for additional
storage on the fly. With two DX513
connected via cables, you can get as
high as high as 120TB!

VERDICT

A high end back-up solution
with low end pricing. If some
of the famous banks use 		
Synology solution for back-ups,
it can’t go wrong on protecting your
data. To fill up all the 5 hard disk
bays with high end drives may burn
a large hole in your pocket, but the
protection will be worth it if
you have experienced of crashed
individual hard disks before.

FEATURES

VALUE

BUILD QUALITY

Overall
(Right)
SHR Shows how
1-Disk
Redundancy
works

WE SAY: Easy to setup and easily
expandable, Synology’s DiskStation DS1515
offers peace of mind for photographers
who need reliable data storage .

HOW IT WORKS

Setup for use is pretty simple, you
will need to start with two hard
disks.Just slot them in with a limit
of up to five disks to make use of the
Synology Hybrid Raid (SHR) system.
If the drives are replaced with larger
ones in the future, the upgraded
storage can be used as soon as
two of the disks are upgraded to
form a redundant storage array.
This quick-for-use feature of SHR
allows users to meet the rising
needs of frequently upgrading large
disks arrays while making the data
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